
 

COMBILIFT 551 / PUZZLE PARKING SYSTEMCOMBILIFT 551 / PUZZLE PARKING SYSTEM
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A smart design for two levels without pit independent parking facility.A smart design for two levels without pit independent parking facility.
Entrance level platforms move laterally and upper level platformsEntrance level platforms move laterally and upper level platforms
move vertically, with always one platform less at the entrance level. Tomove vertically, with always one platform less at the entrance level. To
bring down upper platform for parking in or out, the platforms at thebring down upper platform for parking in or out, the platforms at the
entrance level will first move to one side to provide an empty spaceentrance level will first move to one side to provide an empty space
into which the required platform is lowered.into which the required platform is lowered.

HighlightsHighlights
-Carrying capacity per platform / per car available with 2000kg and-Carrying capacity per platform / per car available with 2000kg and
2600kg2600kg
-Variable arrangement of 2 - 10 grids beside one another-Variable arrangement of 2 - 10 grids beside one another
-Combination of stacking and moving cars closer together-Combination of stacking and moving cars closer together
-Independent parking in 2 levels above each other-Independent parking in 2 levels above each other
-Multi size options corresponding to car heights, car widths and-Multi size options corresponding to car heights, car widths and
platform loadingsplatform loadings
-Easy operation and parking comfort-Easy operation and parking comfort
-Low-wear, proven hydraulic systems-Low-wear, proven hydraulic systems
-High level of operating and functional safety according to EN norms-High level of operating and functional safety according to EN norms

SUPPLIERSUPPLIER

Wohr Parking Systems Pvt.Ltd.Wohr Parking Systems Pvt.Ltd.
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AddressAddress Gat No.1098, Urawade RoadGat No.1098, Urawade Road
Pirangut, Tal. Mulshi,Pirangut, Tal. Mulshi,
Pune 412115Pune 412115
Maharashtra, IndiaMaharashtra, India

Contact PersonContact Person Mr. Sandip KulkarniMr. Sandip Kulkarni
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail info@wohrparking.ininfo@wohrparking.in

Wohr Parking Systems Pvt. Ltd. (WPS) is a joint venture between WÖHRWohr Parking Systems Pvt. Ltd. (WPS) is a joint venture between WÖHR
Autoparksysteme GmbH formerly known as Otto Wohr GmbH,GermanyAutoparksysteme GmbH formerly known as Otto Wohr GmbH,Germany
- a leading manufacturer of car parking systems from Europe - and- a leading manufacturer of car parking systems from Europe - and
Vyas Group - a diversified company involved in Engineering, Software,Vyas Group - a diversified company involved in Engineering, Software,
Hospitality, and Construction.Hospitality, and Construction.

With a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant in Pune, Wohr ParkingWith a state-of-the-art manufacturing plant in Pune, Wohr Parking
Systems Pvt. Ltd. (WPS) brings Wohr’s world-renowned technology,Systems Pvt. Ltd. (WPS) brings Wohr’s world-renowned technology,
extensive product range and expertise for customized solutions toextensive product range and expertise for customized solutions to
India. Wohr has revolutionized parking spaces in the last decade withIndia. Wohr has revolutionized parking spaces in the last decade with
the installation of over and above 100,000 car parking spaces in Indiathe installation of over and above 100,000 car parking spaces in India
and export to more than 50 countries.and export to more than 50 countries.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/wohr-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/wohr-
parking-systems-pvtltd-12340parking-systems-pvtltd-12340
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